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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there has been a good deal of interest in extensions of a beautiful 
and well-known result of J. L. Walsh [4, p. 1531 on the overconvergence of
differences of interpolating polynomials. As background for Walsh’s result, 
let p > 1 be a fixed real number, and let 
A, := {f(z): f is analytic in ]z] < p and has a singularity on ]zI = p}. (1.1) 
Further, let Z = {z~,~} be an infinite triangular interpolation matrix whose 
entries satisfy 
1 G IZk,“l <P (k = 1, 2 )...) n; n = 1, 2 )... ). (1.2) 
Then, for any fE A,, let P”-,(z, Z, f) denote the unique polynomial (of 
degree at most n - 1) which interpolatesfin the n points {z~,~};=, of the nth 
row of Z, i.e., 
&-1(Zk,“9 z f) =f(z,,J~ k = 1, 2 ,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,.... (1.3) 
We do nor assume that the entries {z~,~};=~ in the nth row of Z are distinct. 
In the case of repeated points in the nth row of Z, the interpolation in (1.3) 
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will be understood to be in the Hermite (derivative) sense. When the entries 
in each row of Z are just the nth roots of unity, i.e., when 
z~,~ := exp{27rki/n}, k = 1, 2 ,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,..., 
the associated triangular interpolation matrix will be denoted by E. 
Similarly, 0 denotes the triangular interpolation matrix all of whose entries 
are zero. 
Next, if f(z) in A, has the expansion f(z) = CgO ujzi in Iz] < p, let 
n-1 
P,-*(zVf):= C UjZj9 n = 1, 2,..., 
j=O 
be its (n - 1)st partial sum (so that P,-,(z,f) =P,,-~(z, 0,f)). 
(1.4) 
With this notation, Walsh’s result is 
THEOREM A [4]. For anyfE A,, there holds 
;\z {P,-,(z,E,f)-P,-,(z,f)}=O, 
the convergence being uniform and geometric 
foralllzl <p*, W) 
on any closed subset of 
1 z 1 < p’. More precisely, for any r with p < r < co, there holds 
Further, the result of (1.5) is best possible in the sense that there is some 
fE A, and some z^ with IBI = p* for which the sequence { pn- ,(z?, E,f) - 
P,- ,(?, $)},“= , does not tend to zero as n + 00. 
Recently, Cavaretta, Sharma, and Varga [l] have generalized Walsh’s 
Theorem A in several directions. For one of their results, define, for each 
positive integer I, the polynomial 
n-1 I-I 
Q,-,,,<z,f) := C C aj,+kzk, 
k=O j=O 
(1.7) 
which is of degree at most n - 1. Then, Walsh’s Theorem A is the special 
case I= 1 of 
THEOREM B [ 1). For any f E A, and for any positive integer I, there 
holds 
lim {~,-,(z,E,f)-Q~-~,~(z,f)}=O, for all IzI <p’+‘, (1.8) n-e* 
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the convergence being uniform and geometric on any closed subset of 
IZl<P * I” More precisely, for any r with p < r < 03, there holds 
Further, the result of (1.8) is best possible in the sense that there is some 
PE A, and some z^ with 1 f 1 = p” ’ for which the sequence { pn- ,($ E, f) - 
Q,- ,,t($ p)}:!, does not tend to zero as n -+ 03. 
It has been conjectured by Saff and Varga that the quantity p* in (1.5) of 
Walsh’s Theorem A is maximal for any interpolation matrix Z satisfying 
(1.2). More precisely, their conjecture is 
CONJECTURE C [3, Chapter 41. Let Z = {z~,~} be any triangular inter- 
polation matrix satisfying (1.2). Then, there is no u > p* for which 
.‘i% {P,-l(z,Z,f)-P”-,(z,f)}=O, 
for all IzI < o, and for all f E A,. (1.10) 
We remark that some condition on the matrix Z, such as the first 
inequality of (1.2), is necessary, as the following example shows. For any 
fixed a > 0, let E, denote the triangular interpolation matrix whose entries 
~~,~(a), in its nth row, are defined to be nth roots of a”. In this case, the 
analog of (1.5) of Theorem A can be verified to be 
for all Iz 1 < p*/a, all f E A,. (1.11) 
Obviously, p2/a > p* for any a with 0 < a < 1. Consequently, (1.10) of 
Conjecture C then fails for E, when 0 < a < 1, but in this case, the inter- 
polation points zk,Ja) do not satisfy the first inequality of (1.2). 
Actually, our first result (Theorem 1) shows that the Sat%Varga 
Conjecture C is valid, even in the more general setting of Theorem B (with 
P ‘+ ’ replacing p’), and under a weaker hypothesis than (1.2). Specifically, 
consider any triangular interpolation matrix Z = {z,,,} which satisfies 
04Zk,nl <P (k = 1, 2,..., n; n = 1, 2,...). (1.12) 
Associated with the nth row of Z is the manic polynomial of degree n, 
w,(u) = q(u, Z) := fi (u - Zk,J, 
k=l 
n = 1, 2,.... (1.13) 
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Let 
y,@, Z) := modulus of the first nonzero term of 
1 
%@9 -9 if Z>l, 
WJJA Z) -P”, if I= 1. 
(1.14) 
Note that since ~,,(a, Z) is manic, then y,@, Z) is well defined for all I> 1, 
and y,@, Z) > 0 for all n = 1, 2 ,.... However, if w,(u, Z) = U” and if I= 1, 
then all terms of on@, Z) -p” are zero, and y,@, Z) is defined to be zero in 
this event. Our assumption on Z, in addition to (1.12), is that 
p =p@, Z):= lim #“@I, Z) > 1. (1.15) 
n-too 
Next, as a quantitative measure for the largest disk domain of uniform and 
geometric onvergence to zero for a particular triangular interpolation matrix 
Z, of the differences of the interpolating polynomials (cf. (1.3) and (1.7)) for 
allf EA,, we set 
d,(r, p, Z) := ;~f p ,--, ~~~~I~n-,(z.Z~f)-Q.-,.,(z~f)lI""~ @>P). lim 
(1.16) 
Obviously, from (1.9) of Theorem B, d,(r, p, E) < r/p’+ ‘, and as explicit 
calculations in [ 1, p. 1581 give the reverse inequality, then 
A,@+, P, a = r/P’+ ’ 9 (r > P). (1.17) 
With this notation, our main result is 
THEOREM 1. Let Z = (zken} be any triangular interpolation matrix 
satisfying (1.12) and (1.15). Then, for each complex number z^ with 
I4 > P’+%-4 (1.18) 
there is an f in A, for which the sequence 
{~.-,(i,Z,j)-Q,-,.,(~,,j),nm, (1.19) 
is unbounded. In addition (cf. (1.16)), there holds 
A,@, p, Z> 2 w/p’+ ’ > A,@-, p, E), for all r > p. (1.20) 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in Section 2. Before proceeding to 
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other results, we consider some applications of Theorem 1. First, suppose 
that the entries of the triangular interpolation matrix 2 satisfy (1.2). As the 
constant term of o,(u) is in modulus at least unity in this case, then 
Y&J, 2) > 1 for all n > 1 and all 12 1, so that (1.15) is clearly satisfied. 
Thus, as ,U > 1 from (1.15), then Theorem 1 gives, for each complex number 
z^ with ]zI] > p’+‘, that the sequence in (1.19) is unbounded for some7 in A,. 
This of course establishes the validity of Conjecture C as a special case of 
1= 1 of Theorem 1. 
Continuing, it is evident that the special interpolation matrix E satisfies 
(1.15) with ,D = 1 for any 12 1, so that for each complex number z^ with 
121 > p’+‘, the sequence 
~P,-I(U& Qn-&.tXL 
is unbounded for some ?E A,. This should be contrasted with the recent 
result of Saff and Varga [2, Theorem 1 ] which establishes that, for each 
SE A,, the sequence 
{~,-,(z,E,f)- Qn-&f>L 
can be bounded in at most 1 distinct points in ]z ] > p’+‘. 
Next, to show that the hypothesis (1.15) can allow multiple interpolations 
in ]z 1 ( 1, suppose that the triangular interpolation matrix 2 is such that its 
associated polynomials (cf. (1.13)) are given by 
w,(u, Z):= Uq.4 - +) = - $4fl- l + u”, n = 1, 2,.... (1.21) 
In this case, 
Y”@, .Q = tPn-l, for all n > 1, all I>, 1, 
so that (1.15) is valid with ,U = p, for any 12 1. On the other hand, we see 
that 
Y,@, E,) = a”, for all n > 1, all 12 1, 
so that (1.15) is not satisfied for any 0 < a < 1. 
Next, recall that (1.20) of Theorem 1 gives that 
A,@-, P, 2) > M-v P, El, for all r > p. (1.22) 
Our interest now is in specifying su@kient conditions on the matrix Z so that 
equality holds in (1.22) for all r > p. As we shall see in Theorem 2 below, 
there is a whole class of matrices Z for which equality holds in (1.22) for all 
r > p. Thus, for this class of matrices, one has from Theorem 1 the optimqf 
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disk domain of uniform and geometric convergence to zero, for the 
associated ifferences of interpolating polynomials (cf. (1,9)), for all fE A,, . 
THEOREM 2. Let the triangular interpolation matrix Z = (z~,~) satisfv 
(1.12) and 
I%,” - exp(2&+)( < l/p” (k = 1, 2 ,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,... ), (1.23) 
for some positive integer 1. Then, 
dr(r,P,Z)=~l(r,f,E)=r/p’+‘, for all r > p. (1.24) 
Thus, on any closed subset H of 1 z 1 c pi+ ‘, the sequence 
{P,-,(Z,Z,f)-Qe,-,(Z,f)J~r (1.25) 
tends to zero for all z E H and all f E A,, while for each i with Ii/ > p’+ ‘, 
there is an fE A, for which the sequence 
{P,-,(GC~)- Qn-&fK=i (1.26) 
is unbounded. 
The proof of Theorem 2 will be given in Section 3. In essence, Theorem 2 
states that if the interpolation points z~,~ are sufficiently close to the nth 
roots of unity (cf. (1.23)), then an “optimal” interpolation matrix is 
obtained. For related results, see [ 1, Section lo]. 
Finally, to show that the type of assumption of (1.23) of Theorem 2 is 
reasonable, we include the following related result, whose proof will be given 
in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3. For each 6 > I, let the triangular interpolation matrix 
Z = {z,,,} satisfy (1.12) and 
hn - exp(2nik/n)( < l/P (k = 1, 2,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,... ). (1.27) 
Then, for each positive integer 1, 
d,(r, P, Z) < 
r 
p . min@‘; S) (r > P>. 
(1.28) 
Moreover, the inequality in (1.28) is sharp, in that for each 6 > 1, there is a 
triangular interpolation matrix Z= (.L?~,~} satisfying (1.12) and (1.27), for 
which equality holds in (1.28). 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let 
f,(z) := l/h - z>, where Ju[ =p. (2-l) 
Clearly, f, is an element of A, for any choice of the complex number u with 
1~1 =p, and a simple computation from (1.3) and (1.7) shows that 
pn _ , (z, 2, f,) = ofl(u) - wn(z) ; 
(d” - I)@” - z”) 
%(U)(U - z) 
Qn-&JJ = (un _ l)(u _ z) U~n 3 
(2.2) 
for any n > 1. Thus, for any z with 1 z I = I > p, we have 
where 
&(u; z) := U”+,(U) - w,(z)) - ($+) (u” - z”) o,(u) (2.4) 
is a polynomial in U. 
If j(n) denotes the precise number of {z,,,}~!, which are zero in the nth 
row of Z, then 0 <j(n) < n, and we can write 
O”(U) := UwIi&(U), where G,(O) # 0. (2.5) 
With (2.4) and (2.5), we can similarly write 
f2,(u; z) = d’“‘d,(u; z), (2.6) 
where 
&(u;z):= /dn- ($+)(u”-z”)/ (3,(u)-u’“-j(“)zj(“)(3,(z). (2.7) 
Obviously, from (2.5) and (2.6), we have that 
We next write (3,(u):= n;:{(“) (U - zi,“), where 0 < Iz;,~~ < p if j(n) < 12, 
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and where &,Ju) E 1 if j(n) = n. For any complex number u = pe”, 8 real 
and arbitrary, it is evident that 
Iu-zZ;,~I=I~-~~;,,~-‘~I=J~-~~,, eiel= lp-3f!..~, 
so that lG,(u)l = JJ;{(‘) Ip - (FL,, u)/pl for all (~1 =p. Setting 
P-8) 
then R,(u; z), as a function of u, is analytic in (~1 < p’/(max, Iz;,~/). But, as 
lz;,,l < p for all 1 < k < n -j(n), then R”,(u; z) is analytic in Iu[< p. Thus, 
from the above discussion, there holds 
= ,ya=“p W,(u; z)l. 
Next, with the hypothesis of (1.15), choose any z^ with 
P 121 > P’+‘, (2.9) 
and fix i. Then, let u, = u,(;) denote a point on 1 UI = p where II?‘,(u; ?)I 
attains its maximum. With the maximum principle and (2.8), there holds 
max 
I I 
a;y 
Iul=p ” 
= I~,(u,; ;)I > I&(0; ;)I = y:y. (2.10) 
Now, from (2.7), it follows, with /iI =: r, that 
I&(0; ;)I= rnI&(0)l, when1 > 1, 
= rn 1(3”(O) I, when I = 1 and)(n) < n, 
= 0, when 1= 1 andj(n) = n. 
However, from the definition in (1.14), we verify in ail cases that the above 
can be represented as 
1 fi,(O; i) 1 =rn gy) . 
Thus, combining (2.3), (2.10), and (2.11) yields 
(2.11) 
bn-,(C Z.L,) - Qn-,,,<UJ 2 (+)’ ( y:@;;‘) , (2.12) 
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for all n > 1. Again recalling the hypothesis (1.15), let E be an arbitrary 
positive number such that ‘(cf. (2.9)) 
@-&)r>p’+‘, where (iI = r, (2.13) 
and let {nj},E, be an infinite sequence of positive integers with n, < n, < . . . . 
such that 
Ynj@’ z> > 01 - E)“j, for allj > 1. (2.14) 
Thus, from (2.12) and 2.14), we obtain 
I P,- ,(f, Z./J - Q,- &,&>I 2 & [ ‘p;+? ‘] “jy (2.15) 
for allj > 1, where, for convenience, we have setfi(z):=fu,(Z) (cf. (2.1)). In 
what follows, we further define 
Pn := ,T;& IZkA (so that p, < p for all n > 1). (2.16) 
With the positive integer n, of (2.14), considerf,(z) and the inequalities 
Ip,-,(~,ZZ,f,)-Qe,-,,,(;,f,>l+ [ olp;+:)r]m, m > n,, (2.17) 
where we choose any p > 2 such that 
1w + P> 
pal+ (r-p) and p-1 >o a:= 3(r+p) * (2.18) 
If the inequalities in (2.17) fail to hold for all m sufficiently large, there is a 
sequence {mj}j”,z of positive integers with n, < m2 < m3 < . . . for which 
for all j > 2. 
This, however, would imply from (2.13) that the sequence 
{~,-,(f~Zf,) - Qm-,,,W-X=, (2.19) 
is unbounded, the desired result of (1.19) of Theorem 1. Otherwise, we may 
assume that there is an integer n; from the sequence {nj},T 1, associated with 
(2.14), satisfying n; > n,, such that (2.17) holds for all m > n;, and such 
that 
I 
n1 
* 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that n; = n, of the sequence 
{ni}j”, , . Next, considering f*(z), we similarly ask if 
Again, if these inequalities fail to hold for all m sufficiently large, then the 
sequence of (2.19), with f, replaced by f2, is again unbounded. Otherwise, we 
may assume that there is an integer n; from the sequence {nj),z,, satisfying 
ni > n2, such that the above inequality holds for all m > n; , and such that 
L 2P 
I-t1 
1 
n2 
ni2pn2 (p-E)@-pP,2) * 
Again, without loss of generality, we may assume n; = n3 in the sequence 
{ nj),z i. Continuing inductively, either the unboundedness of the sequence of 
(2.19) (for some f;.) is obtained after a finite number of steps, or else the 
infinite sequence {nj}j”=,, associated with (2.14), satisfies 
nj+ 1 >Pnj L 
I+ 1 2p "j 
I 01-m-Pni) ’ 
for allj > 1, (2.20) 
and for which 
~~,i-~(~~Z~fx)-Q,j-l,~(~,fk)l~~ [‘p~~‘r]“, for allj> k, (2.21) 
i 
where k = 1, 2,.... 
Assuming (2.20) and (2.21), define 
(2.22) 
where Iu,~I =p for all k > 1. Because nk >pnk-, for any k > 2 from (2.20) 
it is evident that 
nk >pkpi n. 
I’ for all k > j > 1, (2.23) 
which gives that the series in (2.22) converges uniformly in Jz) < p. Thus, 
f(z) is analytic in Iz 1 < p. If 3(z) := Cp”_ J ,, cijzj, then of course the radius of 
convergence, R, of this Taylor expansion for 3 satisfies R > p. On the other 
hand, it follows from (2.22) that 
for j = 0, l,.... 
640/36/4-6 
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With the inequalities of (2.23), it easily follows that 
co-21 
so that 
- lim l(;jI”j> l/p. 
“-CC 
This implies that R <p, and as the reverse inequality was established above, 
then R = p. Consequently,fhas a singularity on the circle 1.~1 = p, andfis an 
element of A,. 
From the linearity of the operators involved and the triangle inequality, we 
have, from (2.22), that 
IP,- IV, Z f) - Q,- 1,,(C .?>I 2 S, - S, - S, - S, 3 (2.24) 
where 
s,:=~I~.,-I(Lz,~)-Q,,-,,r(;,~)l, 
.I 
j-l 
s, := 2 ‘b,-,@ zYfk) - en,-,,,(&h>i, 
k=l nk 
s,:= f L/p,j-,(i, -%.&)I, 
k=j+l nk 
and 
s,:= ffj LIe,-,.,(f,f,,i. 
k=jtl nk 
From (2.15), we have 
1 (u-c)r “j sla (r+p)nj p ’ [ 1 for allj > 1, (2.25) 
while from (2.21) we have 
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Applying the inequalities of (2.23) to the above sum yields 
for all j > 2. (2.26) 
Next, from the first equation of (2.2), from the definition of pn in (2.16), 
and from the fact that 1 u,$ = p, it readily follows that 
IP,- 1 cc -T fn,> I G@ + pni)“j + (r + pJj @-P,j)“j(w4 ’ for all k >j + 1. 
Since p + p, < 2r, and as r + p, < 2r, the above implies that 
/Pnj-l(c Zf,,>I < 
2(2r)“j 
@ - p,>“j(r - p> ’ 
for all k >j + 1. (2.27) 
Similarly, from the second equation of (2.2), we deduce 
I Qnj+,,<C ZL,>l G 
(1 + PPrnj)@‘j + rnj) < 4r”j 
@“j - l)(r - p) ’ @“j-- l)(r-p)’ 
Since p > pn > 0 and since p > 1, then @ - p,)” < p” < 2@” - 1) for all n 
suffkiently large, so that 
for all k >j + 1, allj large. (2.28) 
Thus, 
for all k > 1, all j large. 
Again using (2.23) and (2.20), 
so that 
4 01 -E) r “j 
s3+s4G (r-p)c[J-l)nj #+I ’ [ I 
for all j sufficiently large. 
On combining these inequalities and using the definitions of (2.18), we see 
that 
1 
for all j sufficiently large, 
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which implies from (2.24) that 
IP~~-,(~Z,P)-Q,-,.,(~,~,I~ 3(r;p)n, [Obp;+:"]', (2.29) 
J 
for all j sufftciently large. Thus, from (2.13), we deduce that the sequence 
{P,-~(~,ZZ,$)-Q,-,.,(;,P>},", 
is unbounded, the desired result (1.19) of Theorem 1, 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1, we simply note that the above 
construction is valid for any choice of the complex number i with 
IzIl = r > p, and any E with 0 < E < ,u, so that (2.29) holds, in particular, for 
any Jil=r>p. Thus, 
lim j~~~l~,-,(z,Z,j)-Q.-~,,(z,~)l/““> ‘p-+:‘r’ G->P), 
n-m .? 
and as $ is an element of A,, then from (1.16) 
As E > 0 is arbitrary, we thus have, with (1.17), 
A,@-, PT z> > -$& > A,@, /A El, 
P 
for all r > p, (2.30) 
which is the desired result of (1.20) of Theorem 1. 1 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
With the assumption of (1.23), we have that 
1 +-+.,I> l-f, for all k = 1, 2 ,..., n; n = 1, 2 ,..., 
so that 
fi 1Zk.n , 
k=l 
I>(l-fj”, foralln=l,2 ,.... (3.1) 
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By definition (1.14), it follows that JJ,@, Z) = Hi=, Iz~,~], so that from 
(3.1), 
lim yAln@, Z) = 1. 
n-a, (3.2) 
Consequently, as (1.15) is thus valid with ,L = 1, we have from (1.20) of 
Theorem 1 that 
A,@-, P, Z> > + =d,(r,P, E), 
P 
for all r > p. (3.3) 
We next establish the reverse inequality of (3.3). 
From Hermite’s integral representation, there holds 
p,,(r.Z,f)=+.j, (~)[wn’“zw)(f-(z’z)] dt, 
” 9 
for anyfEA,; 
here, r:= {t: ) t) = R}, where p, < R < p. Note that since ,on < 1 f p-‘” from 
hypothesis (1.23), then R can be chosen arbitrarily in 1 < R < p, for all n 
sufficiently large. Next, since an(t, E) = t” - 1 for n = 1, 2,..., it similarly 
follows (cf. [ 1, p. 157)) that 
p,-,(z,E,f)-Qe,-,,,(z,f,=~I ($)[ (t:yl,;‘),.] dt=:Z,, (3.5) 
and that 
where 
P”-,(z, Zf) - Qn-,,,(z,f> =I, +I,, (3.6) 
Now, by definition, we can write that 
ZZ 
= 
fi 
k=l 
fi 
k=l 
t - exp(27rik/n) 
N 
’ - ‘k,n 
t - ‘k.n z - exp(2nikln) 
I+ 
zk,n - exp(2nikln) 
t - Zk,n 
expWk/n) - Zk,n 
z - exp(2zik/n) 
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With hypothesis (1.23), we have Jz~,~ - exp(2nik/n)) <p-in, while 
If-Zk,A >R -P, and lz-exp(2nik/n)I>r-1 >R-p,, for all n 
sufliciently large, where Iz( = Y > p. Hence, 
1 2n 6n 
P’“@ -PA 
-l< 
P’“@ -PA ’ 
for all n sufftciently large. Thus, if M:= max,,, =R If(t the integral I, in 
(3.7) is bounded above in modulus, using (3.8), by 
for all n sufficiently large, (3.9) 
while the integral I, in (3.5) is similarly bounded above in modulus by 
M.R 
( 
r”+R” 
Irli’(r-R) (R”- l)R”’ * ) 
Hence, from (3.6), (3.9), and (3.10), it easily follows that 
(3.10) 
fi /filp I~.-,(~.Z,j)-a,-,,,(z~~)l~“‘c~’ 
n=* z r 
but as the left side is independent of the choice of R in 1 < R < p, we can let 
R approach p, giving 
for any r>p and anyfEA,. Consequently, from the definition in (1.16), 
d l(r, P, Z) < &, for all r > p. (3.11) 
P 
Thus, with (3.3), we have 
A,@-, P Z) = &, for all r > p, (3.12) 
P 
the desired result of (1.24) of Theorem 2, and (3.12) directly gives (1.25) of 
Theorem 2. Finally, as ,U = 1 from (3.2), then (1.26) follows directly from 
(1.19) of Theorem 1. 1 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
If the triangular interpolation matrix Z = {.z~,~} satisfies (1.12) and (1.27) 
with 6 > p’, then (1.24) of Theorem 2 gives that 
A,@, P, Z) = & = 
r 
P p . min@‘; S) 
(r > PI. 
which gives a stronger form of the desired result of Theorem 3. Thus, we 
may assume in what follows that 6 satisfies 1 < 6 < p’. 
On similarly using the integral representation of (3.4) and the definitions 
in (3.5)-(3.7) from the proof of Theorem 2, it easily follows that the 
hypothesis of (1.27) of Theorem 3 yields that pn < 1 + 6-” and that 
(cf. (3.8)) 
1 2n 6n 
a"@ -PA 
-l< 
J"(R -P,> 
(4.1) 
for all n sufficiently large, where R can be chosen arbitrarily in 1 < R < p. 
Similarly (cf. (3.9)), 
for all n sufficiently large, and (cf. (3.10)) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 2, it easily follows that since 1 < 6 < p’, 
G-i ]~~~i~.-,(~~Z~S)-Q.-,.,(z,f)l~““~~ n-02 L I 
for any r > p and for any fE A,. Consequently, from the definition in (1.16) 
(4.4) 
the desired result of (1.28) of Theorem 3 when 1 < 6 < p’. 
Finally, to show that equality can hold in (4.4), define the triangular inter- 
polation matrix i= {ik,n} by means of (cf. (1.13)) 
o,(z,i):= (‘;f:‘) (Z”- l), n = 1, 2,..., (4.5) 
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so that Z clearly satisfies (1.12) and (1.27). With f(z) := @ -z)-‘, an 
element of A,, we have 
I~,-,(r,i,f)-Q,-,,,<r,$)I~l~P,-,(r,i,$)-~n-,(r,E,$)I 
-IP~-l(r,E,j)-Q,-,,,(r,~)l=: V,- V,. (4.6) 
Next, as the interpolation polynomial p,,+ 1(z, Z,!) of (1.3) can be expressed 
as 
Pn - dz, ZS) = 
%@9 2) - dz, z> 1 %k z> 
(p-z)w,@,Z) =-- P-Z @-z)qAi%Z) 
for any triangular interpolation matrix Z satisfying (1.12), then 
for any r > p, so that with (4, 5), 
(r” - 1) @ - l)(r - e’“-“) (r” - l)le”-“- l/ 
v”=(r-p)@n- 1) (r- l)@-eiS-“)-’ = (pn- l)(r- l)lp-eiS--“I 
(r” - 1) 
’ P@* - l)(r - l)@ + 1) = 
1 - r-” 
i (1 -p-“>(r - l>@ + 1) ’ 
whence 
d) 
n 
+z * (l/2) 
(r--l)@+ 1)’ for all Iz > n,(r, p). (4.7) 
Similarly, using (2.6) of [ 11, it follows that 
so that 
whence 
v*< -ii;-r ( ) 
n 2 
P *(I-- 
for all n > n,(r, p). (4.8) 
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Using (4.7) and (4.8) and recalling that 1 < 6 < p’, it follows from (4.6) that 
for all n > n3(r, p), 
which implies (cf. (1.16)) that 
A,@, P, 2) 2 -L 
Pd 
(r >P). 
As the reverse inequality holds from (4.4), then 
A,(& p, 2) = ;, 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
which establishes the desired sharpness in (1.28) of Theorem 3. 1 
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